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Port Jersey Logistics Makes Sustainer-Level Donation  

 

Lakeland, FL. – The American Logistics Aid Network announced today that Port Jersey Logistics is now 

a 2024 Sustainer-level Partner.  

 

“Port Jersey Logistics is a longtime ALAN supporter, and its generosity continues to play a pivotal role in 

ALAN’s ability to get disaster aid to survivors,” said ALAN Executive Director Kathy Fulton. “We’re 

incredibly grateful for its commitment to expanding the scope of our disaster relief efforts and look 

forward to increased partnership activities in 2024.”  

 

Port Jersey’s donation will help ALAN grow its operational capacity and contribute greatly to ALAN’s 

humanitarian relief efforts. 

 

“ALAN’s commitment to making a positive impact is truly commendable, and Port Jersey Logistics is 

honored to be part of such a meaningful cause. Your dedication to mobilizing resources and coordinating 

logistics efforts in times of need is vital for ensuring swift and effective response efforts when they are 

needed most. We look forward to continuing our support of ALAN in the future, and we encourage others 

to get involved however they can so that ALAN can expand their reach even further.” 

  

### 

  

About Port Jersey Logistics: Port Jersey Logistics is a second-generation family-owned 3PL providing 

expert-level solutions for storing and transporting food and beverages, wine and spirits, food ingredients, 

consumer packaged goods, and health and beauty products. Visit www.portjersey.com/ to learn more. 

 

About ALAN: Founded in 2005, ALAN provides donated logistics assistance to disaster relief 

organizations before, during and after catastrophic events. It is aided in these efforts by financial 

supporters, volunteers and in-kind donors. In 2023 and 2022 it coordinated compassionate supply chain 

services for disasters such as the Maui wildfires, Hurricane Idalia, the southwest tornadoes, the southern 

border crisis, the California winter storms, the Türkiye-Syria earthquakes, Hurricane Ian, Hurricane 

Fiona, the attacks on Ukraine, the flooding in Eastern Kentucky, and the COVID-19 pandemic. To learn 

more, visit http://www.alanaid.org 
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